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only moderate severity yet refractory to steroid therapy, and
with this type of lesion the predictive value of renal biopsy
is uncertain. Immunofluorescent techniques'" have been
tried out, but at present it seems that routine light microscopy
is less liable to misinterpretation than immunofluorescence.

Another approach is through the study of serum comple-
ment levels. It has been known for more than half a century
that the levels are low in acute nephritis," and they are
persistently low in a few patients whose nephritis fails to
heal and who die of renal failure."2 Recently C. D. West
and colleagues'3 found that serum levels of 8l10-globulin
paralleled those of total complement, and they described a
group of children with persistent glomerulonephritis in whom
the 81,,-globulin levels remained low. Renal biopsy speci-
mens showed severe "lobular" proliferative glomerulo-
nephritis, with thickening of the capillary walls. C. A.
Janeway and his co-workers"4 reported similar findings, and
they also showed that urinary losses do not account for the
low levels of 8,,0-globulin, the cause of which is obscure.
These observations suggest that this is an aetiologically
distinct disorder. Most patients with persistent glomerulo-
nephritis do not have reduced levels, however, and a normal
result with this test is of no prognostic value.

Measurements of the renal clearance of individual plasma
proteins" give a good indication of the severity of lesions."6 17
In fact they are probably as reliable as renal biopsy for
predicting steroid response in the nephrotic syndrome. But
they have the same disadvantage of predicting a good
response less reliably than a poor one.'8 Moreover, because
the method is laborious and uses expensive antisera, it is
unlikely to be widely adopted in hospital laboratories.
However, J. S. Cameron and G. Blandford'9 have recently
reported comparable results using commercially available
" immunoplates." Despite its lack of precision, this method
is cheap, simple, and may in practice provide the clinician
with a useful basis for selecting patients for further study.

All this information collectively represents a considerable
advance in the understanding of progressive glomerulo-
nephritis. But none of the methods used individually provides
a perfect means of predicting corticosteroid resistance, and
the search for a better test must continue. Though the initial
results of immunosuppressive therapy are promising, care-
fully controlled investigations should next be carried out
which will permit statistical evaluation of the results. Owing
to the scarcity of suitable cases, collaborative studies may be
needed for this purpose.
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Shortage of Radiologists
Most countries are short of medical men, and even in those
countries that are relatively well off some branches of
medicine are undermanned. Radiology is a case in point.
An illuminating report has been submitted recently by leading
radiologists to the Surgeon General of the U.S. Public Health
Service.' Since it applies equally well to Britain it is worth
quoting at some length: " In the field of medicine, more than
half of the population is subjected each year to radiological
study, either through the use of x rays or the administration
of radioactive materials during the diagnosis and treatment of
their disease . . . in the future, the radiological sciences are
likely to play an even greater role in society. . . in 1960 over
89 million medical and 48 million dental x-ray examinations
were carried out in the U.S."

In diagnostic radiology the consumption of x-ray film
doubles every 13 years in the U.S. With the firm establish-
ment of such procedures as rapid serial angiocardiography,
cerebral arteriography, and cine-fluorography, this rate of
increase does not look like diminishing in the foreseeable
future. These and other complicated techniques are increas-
ing the need for radiologists. Although special techniques
are used in fewer than 3% of all examinations, they
occupy about 25% of the professional manpower in diagnostic
radiology. Consequently it is estimated that the demands
on staff are increasing by more than 7% per annum. In
radiotherapy the increased demand is estimated to be about
2% per annum and in nuclear medicine 15 %. The report
goes on to say " there can be little doubt then that there has
developed in the radiological sciences a shortage of physician
manpower of serious proportions." Between 1949 and 1964
the number of practising radiologists in the U.S. rose from
about 2,900 to 6,900. If the present growth rate of clinical
demands continues it is estimated that 20,000 to 25,000
radiologists will be needed by 1975.
The advisory committee to the Surgeon General investi-

gated the reasons for the shortage of radiologists and analyses
them as follows: (1) the unusual increase in demand for
radiological services ; (2) the inadequate number of new
medical graduates; (3) the fact that only one-quarter of
radiologists make up their mind what they are going to do
during their student years, in sharp contrast to those entering
such specialties as medicine and surgery; and (4) the little
time set aside for teaching radiology in medical schools, and
thus the average student finds little to interest him in radiology.
The committee is appalled at the shortage of academic depart-
ments in radiology in the American medical schools, and
those that exist need more financial support. Three main
recommendations are made : first, to strengthen radiological
instruction of medical students; secondly, to increase the
number of academic radiologists in American medical schools;
and, thirdly, to increase the number of practising radiologists
in the United States.

All these problems apply as much, if not more, to Britain,
where the planned development of radiology has been sadly
neglected. Not i single undergraduate medical school in
London has a chair of diagnostic radiology and there are only
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two in the provinces of England. In Sweden, where the
population is rather less than that of Greater London, there
are eight professors of diagnostic radiology. It is also interest-
ing to note that far greater attention is paid to teaching
diagnostic radiology to medical students in Sweden. In 1948
a Royal Commission sat to discuss a new medical curriculum.
The recommendations were implemented in 1955 and are
clearly and concisely described by B. Rexed.' The new
curriculum gives the third-year Swedish medical student 15
hours' instruction in diagnostic radiology. In his fourth year
while doing medicine he has a weekly radiological demonstra-
tion lasting one hour, and while doing his five months of
surgery two hours a week are devoted to radiology. It would
appear from Rexed's paper that during his fourth year the
student is taught as much diagnostic radiology as morbid
anatomy.

Last year the Royal College of Physicians of London issued
a report on diagnostic radiology.3 4 In its opening paragraph
the report stated: "Today, medicine consists of diagnosing
functional and structural disorders, by laboratory and radio-
logical investigation in addition to the older methods, with
treatment by effective and mostly dangerous drugs. For this
reason, an understanding of the principles of diagnostic
radiology has become as important to every doctor as bio-
chemistry. And yet, in many schools, instruction in radiology
and its exploitation in preclinical work has actually
diminished." It would seem that a review of radiological
services in Britain is overdue and also that the teaching of the
subject should be expanded.

The Hypothalamus
In the central nervous system the higher we ascend the more
difficult it is to ascertain the function of a given part. Thus
the functions of the neurones of the spinal- cord may be
reasonably well defined as they are shown by stimulation or
by lesions, but by the time we reach the diencephalon the
problem has become much more complicated.

Stimulation or destruction of its parts has a large number
of effects. The problem arises too of whether we may
attribute a circumscribed function to a localized area of the
central nervous system. Or should we rather view its
behaviour as resulting from a multiplicity of reciprocal inputs
from higher and lower centres ? Thus electrical stimulation
of a small region along the lateral border of the ventromedial
nuclei of the hypothalamus reduces the food intake of rats;
bilateral lesions in the same region cause hyperphagia. May
we call this part of the hypothalamus a " satiety centre,"
receiving afferent impulses from the fat depots, perhaps, and
sending inhibitory or excitatory impulses to the regions of
the brain concerned with appetite ? This may be too simple
a view, and it raises many questions about the nature of
hunger and satiety. Thus the neural mechanisms determin-
ing the motivation, rather than the execution, of tasks
probably involve circuits through the phylogenetically older
parts of the brain-hippocampus, amygdala, septum, and so
on-embraced by the term " limbic system." And the
hypothalamus is closely related to this system by virtue of
its afferent and efferent connexions. Interference with a
small area of the hypothalamus might produce changes in the
balance of activity in the whole of this circuit, leading to
reduced or enhanced motivation for some form of behaviour.

However, until more is known of these interrelationships the
experimenter must continue to think of " centres " and to try
to increase the precision with which his stimuli and lesions
are localized.

Behavioural responses to electrical stimulation of the hypo-
thalamus have been much investigated, and some of the
results of this type of study are discussed in a recent issue
of the British Medical Bulletin,' introduced by Professor
G. W. Harris, F.R.S. Thus it would appear that there are
both feeding and satiety centres in this organ. Selective
stimulation shows there are separate centres for control of
drinking and eating. Likewise centres for temperature regu-
lation can be detected, posterior regions apparently respond-
ing to cold and anterior regions to warmth. But these studies
and others indicate that what we are seeing, as a result of
localized hypothalamic stimulation, may be parts of more
generalized responses to an environmental change. Thus
S. M. Hilton's article on the regulation of the cardiovascular
system suggests two things. The first is that the hypo-
thalamus may be the site of the " vasomotor centre " rather
than the medulla oblongata. The second is that the cardio-
vascular response to hypothalamic stimulation, which includes
a dilatation of the muscle arteries, should be regarded as part
of a general arousal reaction, or " defence reflex " as Hilton
calls it, since it is accompanied by other visceral mani-
festations such as dilatation of the pupil, contraction of the
spleen, and so on. Arousal can be evoked by afferent stimuli
of all sorts, and it seems likely that the visceral accompani-
ments to arousal are mediated by the afferent influx to the
hypothalamus from the spinothalamic system, or less directly
from the median nuclei of the thalamus.

This aspect of the hypothalamus, however, is not the only
one to be treated in this collection of articles. Its relation to
the near-by pituitary gland, and its influences on the gland,
are of deep interest. In 1924 J. J. Abel found that the hypo-
thalamus contained the antidiuretic hormone, vasopressin, one
of the hormones of the pituitary gland. This discovery, and
W. Bargmann's subsequent work, have led to the concept
of neurosecretion. The neurones of the hypothalamo-
neurohypophysial system synthesize both vasopressin and
oxytocin, which are carried in the form' of electron-
microscopically visible vesicles down the axons to the blood
vessels of the neurohypophysis. When signals pass down
these axons, the hormone is released at their terminals and
passes by way of the blood to its target organ.

So far as the antidiuretic hormone is concerned, it would
seem that the " osmoreceptors " sensitive to changes in the
osmotic pressure of the blood, postulated by Verney, are the
neurosecretory neurones themselves, most probably those of
the supraoptic nucleus. In this instance, then, the neurones
are employing a glandular or humoral method of transmitting
their influence over large distances. However, both neural
and hormonal methods of control are in effect humoral, the
neurone exerting its control over the target or effector cell by
a neurohumour, be it acetylcholine or noradrenaline, while
the hormone is the humour secreted by the gland, and simi-
larly exerts its influence on the target cells by virtue of its
chemical structure.
The analogy between the two forms of control is brought

out by the mechanism by which the hypothalamus influences
the anterior lobe of the pituitary-the adenohypophysis.
Thus the hypothalamus and the anterior pituitary are con-

' Recent Studies on the Hypothalamus, Brit. med. Bull., 1966, 22, 195-
284. (British Council, 65 Davies Street, London W.I. 30s. net.)
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